Istanbul Technical University Robot Olympics 2018
General Rules of Competitions
1) All robots (except Construction) must carry their own power supplies.
2) All robots must be autonomous except the innovative category.
3) The robots which have inappropriate names will not be registered. The robot can
be registered with another name.
4) The robots which fail the robot specifications in the categories, cannot participate in
the competitions.
5) When the competition is over there will be a break of 15 minutes so that the objections
are evaluated. During this period, robots which have been given cannot be taken back and
all of the competitors should be in the competition area.
6) All our tracks are ± 5% tolerant. We ask you to make your robots accordingly.
7) Protests about locations of the tracks or light levels of the lounges are not considered.
8) The robots which damage the tracks or plates are disqualified from the competitions, if
they are participated in, with losing the matches in Micro Sumo.
9) ITURO Crew do not carry the responsibility if the electromechanical systems on the
tracks that damage the robots, protests are not considered.
10) Robots that cannot fulfil the success criteria will not be included to the classification.
11) Before or after the competitions, competitors who humiliate the opponents or the
referees, are disqualified from all the categories they participate.
12) In a situation of which is not specified in the rules, one and only authorized person is
the referee of the competition.
13) We apply “1 Competitor 1 Prize” rule except the Line Follower Category.
14) In the rule the copetitors can bring more than one robot for one category however, only
the highest rated robot from these robots can take a prize.
15) For Line follower category “1 Competitor 1 Robot” rule will continue. The competitors
can register only 1 robot for this category.
16) During the competition, the only person authorized with putting the robot on the track
and participating in the competition is the person who signed up with that robot.

17) The same robot can participate in different categories.
18) The procedure will be confidential.
19) Black and white MDF used in the competitions is covered with bright thin plate.
20) In a situation where it is possible that the ranking changes, the referee can call the
participants to the contest ground to have them competing again. In that case the
referee does not have ask for participants’ permission.
21) The points and results published on the LCD-Displays are not official.
22) Istanbul Technical University Robotics Olympics crew, Control and Automation
Society, reserves all rights to make changes in the rules.

